
As companies expand, they face challenges scaling 
operations and financial business processes. CFOs  
and controllers are often aware of pain points in 
accounts payable (AP) but lack the technology to 
remedy issues. Organizations need visibility and control 
of internal processes and a seamless integration from 
your accounting system to accounts payable software.
We know how important it is for your accounting  
system to remain your system of record, which is 
why we’ve integrated with best-in-class solutions like 
Microsoft Dynamics.

The Solution

AvidXchange, a leader in AP and payment automation 
for the mid-market, automates the way companies 
pay their bills by providing approval workflows, 
electronic payments and seamless integration with 
Dynamics. Additionally, AvidXchange offers Dynamics 
users multiple payment methods that help them earn 
incentives on qualified e-payments. Significantly reduce 
your processing costs and time spent on processing 
invoices and payments by removing the paper—along 
with all the time and clutter that goes along with it.  
With AvidXchange, you’re less than 45 days away from
removing the paper and enjoying a more efficient 
payment automation experience.

AvidSuite for Microsoft Dynamics
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Accounts payable and payment automation seamlessly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics

“Our biggest motivation for automating was to save 
time and streamline our processes. We used to do 
everything on paper, and now we’re able to save a  
lot of time with having to create requisitions send it  
off for approval. Now things are properly coded to  
our correct GL accounts.”

-   Vicki Gobin, Financial Disbursement Analyst 
Andrus
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Benefits of AvidSuite for Microsoft Dynamics

→    Leverage a unified solution for both invoices  
and payment

→      Eliminate the costs associated with paper invoices 
and checks

→    Transfer invoices with just one click

→  Increase invoice and payment volume without hiring 
additional personnel

→  API enabled integration that extends well beyond 
the basics of AP

→  Multi-entity management1

→      Offer suppliers flexible payment options, including 
virtual card, AvidPay Direct, our enhanced direct 
deposit option, and check

→  Configure workflows to your current processes, 
including invoices linked to Purchase Orders with 2- 
or 3-way matching2

→  Gain 24/7 visibility on invoice and payment statuses

Reduced processing costs

Scalable growth

Improved Control and Visibility

→      Offer suppliers flexible payment options, including 
virtual card, AvidPay Direct, our enhanced direct 
deposit option, and check

→  Configure workflows to your current processes, 
including invoices linked to Purchase Orders with 2- 
or 3-way matching2

→  Gain 24/7 visibility on invoice and payment statuses

avidxchange.com

1  Available for Binary Stream GP users & coming soon for Binary Stream 365 Business central users.
2 Only available for Microsoft Dynamics GP. Coming soon for Dynamics 365 Business Central.

24/7 visibility on invoice 
and payment statuses

Ability to facilitate
100% of payments

Reduction in invoice 
processing costs

AvidXchange is a leading provider of accounts payable (“AP”) 
automation software and payment solutions for middle market 
businesses and their suppliers. 




